In the present paper the nonlinear differential equation describing the selective decomposition of a molecule as an unimolecular reaction has be deduced from the usual time dependent semiclassical Schroedinger Equation. The selective conditions for the instability of a molecule are discussed. The thresholds of the required laser intensities for IC1 and HCl diatomic molecules are estimated respectively, where one type of isotope molecules ought to be decomposed for hundred per cent in a laser pulse for different pulse widths. And possibly selective decomposition of the molecule without permanent dipole moment by Raman process is also discussed briefly.
Introduction
The success of the isotope separation for iodine chroride [1] as well as of the excited bimolecular chemical reaction for system HCl + K [2] by lasers has implied that the prevalent theory and conjecture of the isotope separation for polyatomic molecules by lasers [3] might not be seen as general correctly. Because there is no continuum region of energy levels for diatomic molecules to remedy the nonresonance mishap for induced transitions due to the presence of anharmonicity of force constants. But this assumption is just the inevitable presupposition for the theory hitherto. So it comes the problem about the true mechanism of the selective dissociation at least for the diatomic molecules by lasers.
As an unimolecular reaction the dissociation of diatomic molecules without any influence except the laser field is none other than the breaking of the only one chemical bond between two atoms effected by coherent electromagnetic wave. Here we see that the molecular system in the light field may be transforme into an unstable one under certain conditions, while if it is still to remain in a stable state, the chemical reaction does not possible take place. When there is not high nonlinear effect plays a role, the excitation of instability might not be understood. From viewpoint of the microscopic structure of matters the time dependent Hamiltonian descries an open quantum system which does not be approximated by a closed one through perturbation theory in our case. The instability of molecular structure may be described by nonunitary wave Reprint requests to Dr. Ke-hsueh Li, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing/China. functions. Thus the problem for solving the wave functions from Schroedinger Equation is very difficult without perturbation calculation.
In the present paper we want to propose a new theoretical method to describe the selective dissociation of molecules irradiated by lasers on the basis of the semiclassical Schroedinger Equations. So that we remove the obscure conjecture for its microscopic level structures and transition processes. Due to the mathematical difficulty for the evaluation of the wave functions we deduced a macroscopic nonlinear differential equation decribing the dynamic behaviours of molecule excited by laser field. Under some reasonable assumptions it can be reduced to a type of inhomogeneous Mathieu Equation may be solved exactly by Floquet Theorem. The unstable Floquet solution gives us the selectivity of molecular dissociation on the laser frequencies. The spectral regions of the selective frequencies will become broader and broader progressively for higher laser powers, and the selectivity breaks down ultimately in accordance with the experiments of the interactions of matters with laser light for high power laser.
We want even more to propose to perform the experiments for the same purpose by using the Raman process according to our results. It is certainly useful for isotope separation of molecules without permanent dipole moments.
Fundamental Equations
We consider the usual time dependent Schroedinger Equation of a molecule in laser light field: 
Substituting (2) into (4) we obtain the conservation equation of the probability density: (5) where Q = xp*xp,
are the probabihty density and the probability current densities for nuclei and electrons respectively. If we multiply Eq. (5) by the coordinate of the kth nucleus from the mass centre as the origin of coordinate and take the space integral, then we obtain: (7) According to the Stokes theorem the first summation is zero except the kth term J r^V/fJ/fdr = -Jj/fdr and the second summation is always zero, then follows
Because of the Eq. (6) the (8) can be written as
Differentiate the Eq. (9) with respect to time once more, we get the eq. of motion of the kth nucleus:
Because of 
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By the dipole approximation According to Kotowski's method [6] we know that the solution of (25) consists of the general solutions Ui{t) = 2 a n e i2nr * n= -oo CO U z {T) = e-"r 2 a n ei2nr ,
and of the particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation 
U2( T) Up{r)= -fl-L^U 1 (t)r](t)dt
The effective charge of HCl is e* -0.76 e, the distance between the two atoms at equilibrium is r e = 1.2746 Ä, the eigenfrequency eo = For the molecule without the permanent dipole, e.g. H2, O2, N2, etc., substitute the Eq. (23) into (19) neglecting the terms from the permanent dipole follows the similar equation of the coherent parametric excitation. So that no matter the molecule has a permanent dipole moment or not, the laser light can always stimulate it to unstable vibration and even to dissociate it, but through either infrared or Raman process.
